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Water might look lovely and clear, but that doesn't always mean it's pure. In this practical you'll need to

use your chemical analysis and separation skills to purif, a sample of water so that it is safe to drink.

1 A scientist collected samples of water from four different seas. She analysed each sample to

determine its pH and the amount of sodium chloride present. Her results are shown in the table.

Sample A B C D

pH 8.1 5.9 8.0 8.2

Amount of NaCl (% by mass) 3.83 33.5 3.04 1.00

a) Suggest a suitable ffie of chart that could be used to display the pH of each sample.

tll
The scientist carries out simple distillation on 50.0 cm3 of each sample

until only solid is left in the flask.

b) How could the scientist measure the mass of solid produced in each experiment?

c) Which sample, A-D, would you expect to produce the largest amount of solid?

tll
The scientist had used the percentage by mass of sodium chloride in Sample A
to predict the mass of solid produced during the simple distillation.

However, she finds that the actual mass of sOlid is greater than expected.

d) Give one possible explanation for this observation.

t2l

tll
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e) Thescientisthasafifthsampleofsea*ur* E. z.llkgof SarnpleEcontains3T.l gof
sodium chloride. Calculate the percentage by mass of sodium chloride in Srimple E.

Another scientist also analysed samples of water from the same seas.

He obtained different results to the ones shown in the table above.

f) Suggest what the original scientist could have done to make her results more reproducible.

Paddy has a sample of sea water. Sea water contains dissolved salts, such as sodium chloride-

Paddy decides to try to puriry the sample of sea water. '
a) Firstly, he tests the pH using a pH meter.

Give one advantage of using a pH meter over using universal indicator solution.

b) The sea water has a pH of 8. Paddy wants to neutralise the sample before purifying it.

Describe a method that he could use to neutralise the sample of sea water.
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c) After testing the sample, Paddy carries out simlle distillation on the sea water.

Complete the diagram below to show the correct experimental set-up that Paddy'should usel
Label each part of the diagram.

1
heat

d) Explain why a water bath would be unsuitable for heating the flask in this experiment.

e) Why should Paddy measure the boiling point of the water after it has been distilledf
Predict the boiling point of the water.

t4l

tll

As chemishy practicals go, this one could be drier
Distillation is a straightforward process for purifring wdter so that it's safe to drink. Make sureyou

know the method for it, as well as how to test a-$ample of water for its pH and how to neutralise it.
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